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PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE IN ARIZONA wel-
comes letters either in response to published arti-
cles or about other agricultural issues and College
of Agriculture programs in the state. All letters
should be signed and are subject to editing for clar-
ity and space considerations.

Many people introduced to the University of Arizona Col-
lege of Agriculture for the first time are surprised at the breadth
and depth of our programs. This issue of Progressive Agricul-
ture in Arizona portrays a good sampling of the college's three
functions: education, research and extension.

Our students on campus have a right to expect quality teach-
ing. The article about evaluation questionnaires, and even sur-
veys about those evaluations, illustrates some of the ways the
faculty works to keep that quality high.

A thriving research program pays indirect benefits in the
quality of our students' education as well as direct benefits to
the public. Animal science research by Dr. Marchello and
others helps to evaluate the potential benefits of the proposed
new standards for grading feeder cattle. Developments on the
aflatoxin front will help the dairy and cotton industries provide
food products of higher quality. Work on guar that Dr. Dennis
describes in this issue is an example of the college's plant
sciences research. Within the Agricultural Experiment Station,
the schools of Home Economics and Renewable Natural
Resources also have extensive research programs.

UA Cooperative Extension Service programs like Pesticide
Applicator Training and the Community Development Pro-
gram bring much new knowledge directly to people who can
use it all over the state. The Extension audience varies in age
from the children who learn safety from the 4 -H Talking Bicy-
cle to the senior citizens who appreciate John Burnham's
weekly "Common Sense for Seniors" column, in addition to
those interested in the latest information in the fields of agricul-
ture, home economics and renewable natural resources.

In practice, the education, research and extension functions
of the college commonly overlap. A good example is in the
article about our new entomology graduate, Ken Ross.
Through Extension activities, Dr. Smith detected a need for
more information about black widow spiders in Arizona.
Through his supervision of Mr. Ross in this research, the
project became a structured educational process as well.

Dr. Darrel S. Metcalfe, Dean
College of Agriculture
University of Arizona
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Extra training for school food workers
tried as way to improve lunch program

Mark the face that shows how you feel about this food.

Great Good So-So Bad Awful

By Guy Webster

School lunch workers in Arizona don't serve just food.
They serve children. More precisely, thq serve more
than 250,000 students -kindergartners through high
school seniors -in 849 schools in this state.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture subsidizes school
lunch programs throughout the nation in order to boost
nutrition in participating communities. Besides the di-
rect benefits to youngsters who eat the wholesome
meals, the program can increase the nutritional know-
ledge of community members: the students and their
families, the schoolteachers, and the food -service
workers.

The meals at schools are planned and supervised by
qualified nutritionists, but many of the food -service
workers are locally hired without any special training in
nutrition or service.

A recent statewide project led by UA nutritionists Ann
Tinsley and June Gibbs explored ways to improve
school lunch programs by enhancing on- the -job training
for food -service workers. The 20 -hour training course
paid dividends in worker attitude and knowledge, but
did not measurably affect levels of student participation
or "plate waste."

About one -fifth of the food served in school lunches
gives the students no nourishment at all, because they
do not eat it. That food returned uneaten is called plate
waste.

Congress has given a high priority to reducing plate
waste in the school lunch program. One aim of UA's
$84,000, USDA -funded project was to see how food -
service worker training affected plate waste, student at-
titudes toward the food, and student participation in the
lunch program.

The project also tried involving students in planning
menus. Short term studies elsewhere have found this to
reduce plate waste. But the UA project found no lasting
effects on student attitudes or plate waste.

Ethnic Diversity

Tinsley and Gibbs selected seven Arizona school dis-
tricts for the project with the aim of representing the
state's diversity of people. The seven areas were
Nogales, a largely Mexican -American population;
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Globe, with several schools involving Anglo, Mexican -
American and Indian pupils; Fort Defiance and Window
Rock, primarily Navajo; Amphitheater of Tucson, one of
the state's largest school districts; San Carlos, an Indian
school of Apache children; Mary Bethune of Phoenix,
an inner -city school with very high Black enrollment;
and Kingman, a typical smaller Arizona community.

School administrators in these districts picked specific
schools and classrooms for study, ranging from grades
two to seven. With the help of food -service workers,
teachers and administrators, the researchers measured
plate waste, surveyed student attitudes about the
lunches, and interviewed selected students.

The surveys were made before and after the training of
food -service workers. In 20 one -hour lessons at each
school, the training covered nutrition, menu planning,
quantity food preparation, service, merchandising and
related areas. Mary Catherine Romer, the experienced
nutrition educator who led the training, emphasized the
importance of the job food -service workers perform.

"We're trying to teach them that they serve children,
not just food," she said during the project. Offering the
food in an appealing way, smiling and talking to stu-
dents, remembering names, encouraging them to eat
well: all these things can help.

All 117 full -time food -service workers at the 10
schools attended one or more training session. Some
received stipends from their schools. The 79 who com-
pleted at least 16 of the 20 hours were presented Univer-
sity of Arizona certificates. The training at some schools
attracted food -service workers from other local institu-
tions, such as hospitals, other schools, a council for the
aging, and Head Start centers. Total attendance was 171.

At schools in the training project, student at left is
questioned about her food preferences and another
girl returns her tray after lunch.



A food -service worker at one project school weighs
food returned uneaten by students in the lunch
program.

Successful Training

Measured by before -and -after tests, the nutritional
knowledge of workers in the selected schools increased
significantly during the training. They also became more
efficient by decreasing waste in food preparation and
standardizing serving sizes. Attitudes toward their jobs
improved, too, according to their own comments and
those of school administrators. Most administrators said
the workers' morale was reflected in improved student
attitudes toward the lunch program, but the student sur-
veys did not show this.

During the project, 37 of the food -service workers
joined a professional organization, the American School
Food Service Association, for the first time. Tinsley
commented, "That is another indication that the training
helped them see their jobs as important work and not
just a paycheck."

Training materials assembled for this project have
since been used by the Arizona Department of Educa-
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tion to supplement its ongoing training programs. The
materials have also been translated into Spanish for
further use in Nogales.

Tinsley stressed the importance of outreach in the
project. The coordinator visited each school at least 10
times. Romer coordinated the first two -thirds of the
project, then left and was replaced by Dr. Katharine Rid-
dle. Cooperative Extension Service home economists in
each county strengthened their contacts with food-
service personnel through the project.

"One reason the training was so well received was
that in no way did we ask people to come from their
communities to the 'authorities,'" said Gibbs.

Student Input

Selected students joined the training groups for a ses-
sion about menu planning. Lunchroom and classroom
surveys added other information about the students'
food preferences.

"Many of the suggestions made by the students re-
flected the ethnic populations of the area," Tinsley re-
ported. "They like what they're used to." For example,
though easy -to -eat finger foods like pizza, burgers and
tacos were most popular overall, Navajo students at Fort
Defiance requested more stew. The school there has
given it to them. Likewise, the Nogales school has begun
serving more Mexican foods to meet student requests.

At the end of the project, each school was given books
and a movie to use in further nutritional education for
workers and students.

Tinsley said later, The value of the training is clear
even if it does not lead to decreased plate waste. It im-
proves the food -service workers' efficiency, morale and
nutritional knowledge."

Related UA projects begin this summer. At several
sites, food -service workers, schoolteachers and nurses
are completing workshops in nutritional education. In
the fall, five nutritional lessons for schoolchildren will be
evaluated in selected Arizona schools. Food -service per-
sonnel will work with classroom teachers in presenting
the lessons. These efforts may decrease plate waste, but
Tinsley explained that education itself is the primary
aim.

Gibbs noted that wasted food is not only a school
problem. "A tremendous amount of food is wasted in
homes, too, perhaps even more than at school. It will be
difficult to really reduce plate waste as long as waste is
so accepted in our culture."



Aflatoxin: Ammonia is helping scientists
bag the problem of contaminated cottonseed

By R. G. Fowler

At the root of this story lies a fungus, aspergillus flavus
by name.

The fungus has worldwide distribution, a fact likely to
stir only passing interest, except that Arizona farmers
grow cotton on almost half of their irrigated acres.

Within developing cotton bolls during the growing
season, the fungus can attack seed walls and penetrate
into the meats to form a chemical described as an
"agent " -aflatoxin.

In this case, aflatoxin is one of those things that has
earned a place for itself on the suspect list of cancer
causes in humans.

In addition to some foods -like peanut butter -
which may contain aflatoxin, one possible entry into the
human food chain is through milk.

It does so because dairymen feed cottonseed to their
cows as an energy and fiber supplement. Yes, dairymen
could feed other supplements. Soybean meal, for one,
but that costs about $80 a ton more in Maricopa County
than locally produced cottonseed and does not offer the
best balance of energy and fiber.

In Arizona, the aflatoxin problem really came to the
forefront during August 1978. Then, the state's leading
newspaper, the Arizona Republic, trumpeted the news
that milk offered to the public contained the alleged
cancer -causing agent, as indicated by State Health De-
partment tests. The tip -off leading to the milk tests was
another test, this one in California. There, and later in
Arizona, routine examination by the Food and Drug
Administration revealed that some Arizona -grown cot-
tonseed contained high amounts of aflatoxin- amounts
well over the 20 parts -per -billion (ppb) permitted in in-
terstate shipment by the federal agency.

Nor was cottonseed the only problem. In the cleanup
campaign by health authorities, 700,000 pounds of milk
which tested higher than a permitted .5 ppb aflatoxin
was dumped. Another $50,000 worth of milk was with-
drawn from retail shelves.

In the backwash of the publicity on TV, radio and in
newspapers, the United Dairymen of Arizona (UDA), a
co -op whose 160 members produce 85 to 90 percent of
the milk in the state, issued an ultimatum to the mem-
bership: Feed no more cottonseed until further notice.

As you can imagine, the edict caught the membership
with large stocks of cottonseed on hand. "At the time of
our ban against feeding cottonseed, we had 500
tons -worth $50,000," says Jim Tappan, managing
partner at Arizona Dairy Co., Maricopa County, where
the milking strings total 3,000 head.
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"I don't know of anyone who was feeding soybean
meal or other types of protein, so everybody was
caught," says Tappan.

Detoxification Trials

The UDA asked Otis Lough, dairy agent in Maricopa
County, to investigate a method for detoxifying cotton-
seed containing aflatoxin using heat, pressure and am-
monia. However, escaping ammonia fumes, particularly
in a congested area, make this method an affront to the
environment. Cost of such a plant is something else.

Lough learned of a method for detoxifying corn that
had been developed by the USDA lab in Peoria, Illinois.
The method employed normal temperature and pres-
sure, and ammonia, by sealing the corn in plastic.

With cottonseed, a similar method had been tried un-
successfully. Lough, a member of the University of
Arizona Cooperative Extension Service, wondered if the
reason for failure was due to low moisture content of the
cottonseed. "Where cottonseed averaged about 7 per-
cent moisture, the tests had not been run with higher
moisture levels -15 to 25 percent," he notes.

So, with cooperation from the aflatoxin lab of UA
plant pathologist Dr. Tom Russell, Lough treated two -
pound samples of cottonseed in his office by adding 1.5
percent ammonia and enough water to raise the mois-
ture content to 20 percent. Sealed in plastic sacks, he
placed his samples in 30 -pound butter boxes and ex-
posed them to direct sunlight. Three weeks later, Lough
found: "Untreated samples contained 1,500 to 1,900
ppb aflatoxin while ammoniated samples had dropped
to the 30 to 80 ppb range."

Lough's next step was to develop a practical method
of application. With special funding from UA adminis-
trators, the Maricopa County Farm Bureau and the UDA,
he contracted for the Ag- Bagger Company of Astoria,
Oregon to bring a silage- bagging machine to Arizona.
Similar arrangements were made with the West Plains
Distributing Company to supply a companion am-
moniating rig. With this equipment, Lough set up a field
trial at a dairy owned by Conrad Gringg.

Gringg is a UDA boardman who milks 1,500 cows
and had several hundred tons of "useless" cottonseed
on hand. Seventy tons of Gringg's seed got the first full -
scale field treatment of ammoniation. After two weeks of
sealed treatment, a short -term trial was conducted with
the help of Arizona State University. Four cows ate five



Extension Agent Otis Lough draws a sample of cotton-
seed from one of the large plastic bags in which
aflatoxin- contaminated seed is treated with ammonia.

pounds of treated seed as part of their daily ration for five
days. The result: no detectable aflatoxin in their milk.

Full -Scale Test

When these results were reported to the UDA Board,
it agreed to finance a full -scale test in cooperation with
Gringg. He put together a representative, 90 -cow string.
Cottonseed that had tested 650 ppb in the stack before
treatment was fed for 14 days at an average of 7.25
pounds per cow daily. This was more than a normal
feeding of three to five pounds daily. Meantime, milk
aflatoxin levels ranged from .08 to .18 ppb, with an av-
erage of .14 ppb. This was about the same as the pre -
seed- feeding level, and well under the tolerance level of
.5 ppb set by health authorities.

A second batch of cottonseed that tested in the 290 to
879 ppb range prior to treatment was bagged for 10
days, opened, and fed for seven days. Aflatoxin levels in
the milk samples ranged from .11 to .16 ppb for an aver-
age .14 ppb- again, well within the tolerance.

Then, for six days, untreated seed from the same lot
testing 320 ppb aflatoxin was fed. Milk readings were
.27 to .55 ppb, the latter too high.

To wind up the test, treated cottonseed that tested
negative for aflatoxin was fed for three days, and again
milk levels dropped to normal.

Results of the Gringg test reported to the Arizona
Dairy Herd Improvement Association prompted Tappan
to start detoxifying his 500 tons of cottonseed. To bag his
cottonseed, Tappan employed the Agro- American Cor-
poration, a new, custom cottonseed -ammoniating firm.
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They add 30 pounds of ammonia in 200 pounds of water
per ton of seed as the bag is filled.

The investment in nine -foot diameter plastic bags that
hold 80 tons is $235 each. The two -wall plastic bags
have a five -mil black thickness inside and a four -mil
white plastic outside. In the Gringg trial, some single -
thickness black bags burst, due to hot seed and Arizona
sunshine.

Since then, two other bagging contractors have
moved in on the ammoniating market, charging $15 to
$25 per ton.

"Cottonseed is inclined to heat and you lose feed
value. But with the water -ammonia sealed treatment, it
doesn't, nor do you find mold -a side benefit from the
treatment," concludes Tappan.

As a postscript, the board of the United Dairymen of
Arizona lifted its no feed" cottonseed edict last April
26. It's OK now, if the cottonseed is treated, using the
method pioneered by County Agent Lough.

i' r r....

Jim Tappan, managing partner of Arizona Dairy Com-
pany, handles some of the 500 tons of cottonseed he
hopes to salvage by ammoniation.

Other Aflatoxin Work

Beyond the dairy aspect of the aflatoxin problem, the
College of Agriculture is involved with cotton growers
through Dr. Tom E. Russell, plant pathologist. He has
been unraveling the cultural side of the question for the
past seven years. Supported by a grant from the Arizona
Cotton Growers Association, his "laboratory" includes
commercial fields stretching from eastern Arizona into
Imperial County, Calif.



Russell has found that cottonseed grown at elevations
higher than 1,800 feet averages much less aflatoxin con-
tamination than seed grown in the lower, hotter valleys.
Most of the Cochise and Graham county cottonfields are
above that elevation. He has further pinpointed the
problem to ground -picked scrap cotton. This small part
of the cotton crop averages about 50 times the aflatoxin
content of spindle -picked cotton. Scrap cotton can be
left in the field or separated at the gin to be kept out of
the food chain.

In other aflatoxin- related research, Dr. Ralph L. Price,
UA food scientist, who has surveyed milk supplies for
aflatoxin since 1976, is working on detoxification
methods for food products. For example, one question:
Do stomach acids regenerate aflatoxin in something like
a corn tortilla? They don't, he found.

Dr. William Schurg, animal scientist, has tests under-
way feeding cottonseed meal containing high levels of
aflatoxin to horses.

Russell and Price served with two other scientists from
the college and four from other parts of the university on
the University Aflatoxin Committee appointed by UA
President Dr. John Schaefer in December 1978. Dr.
Roger Caldwell, director of the College's Council for
Environmental Studies, chaired the committee. Animal
nutritionist Dr. William Hale was the fourth member
from the College of Agriculture. Hale assembled a large
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amount of information about aflatoxin through research
reports and personal communications from scientists in
other states.

The committee prepared an unofficial report, "Scien-
tific and Technical Review of Aflatoxin," and testified to
the Arizona State Chemist in January.

Plant pathologist Tom Russell uses a liquid chromato-
graph to measure the level of aflatoxin in a cottonseed
sample.

AMMONIATED COTTONSEED FEEDING TRIAL - ARIZONA 1979

Cottonseed treated with 1.5% ammonia and 10% water and sealed in plastic bags for 2 weeks at
atmospheric pressure and ambient temperatures.

90 Holstein cows of various ages and production levels fed 7.25 pounds of cottonseed per cow per day.
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Industrial development course promotes
a close look at each community's needs

By Guy Webster

Eloy, given notoriety by Newsweek a generation ago
as the toughest town in the United States," has been
getting tough on its own problems in recent years.

Eloy, Winslow and other Arizona towns face a short-
age of jobs. Many other rural towns in the Southwest and
nationwide have the same problem, and many hope for
the same solution: industrial development.

Most have learned that industrial development can be
a long, complex process.

Four years ago, an Extension Service Community de-
velopment specialist was meeting with a group in Eloy
about community improvement projects. The specialist,
Edward Parmee, described a newly available industrial
development course tailored to Arizona towns.

That sparked our interest," recalls Len Fuller, then
manager of a clothing factory which was the town's
largest employer, later Eloy city manager. So Parmee
helped arrange for the three -part, six -session course to
be started in Eloy.

By spring 1979, 222 people from 31 Arizona com-
munities had taken this course. Several of the towns
where the course has been offered, such as Kingman and
Payson, have since attracted outside industries that
mean lots of new jobs. For many other towns, success
has been seen in terms of the participants' better under-
standing of their own communities' resources.

Like most training for industrial development seekers,
this course introduces theory about economic interde-
pendence and flux on a local level, about the factors in
industrial site -selection, and about how local promoters
can plan economic growth and attract industries.
Through assignments and five three -hour group sessions,
this course focuses the theories upon conditions of the
participants' own town. It stresses the diversity of the
total community's needs.

A day -long workshop based on a detailed case study
of an Arizona town caps off the course. In it, participants
apply principles learned from the textbook, guest
speakers and group sessions to some practical
decision -making.

Eloy's Progress

The course stresses follow- through. 'Three of us who
took the course incorporated the Industrial Develop-
ment Authority for Eloy," says Rev. Jim Mumme of
nearby Toltec. "We have that in place to serve the city
for any new industry interested in industrial revenue
bonding."
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The Chamber of Commerce started an Industrial De-
velopment Committee as an active recruiting group. City
residents and the State Office of Economic Planning and
Development published a promotional brochure with
up -to -date information on the city's economy, facilities,
and population.

Eloy is one of eight Southwestern rural communities
receiving staff assistance in economic development
from the National Council of La Raza through a U.S.
Economic Development Act grant.

"The industrial development course is one of the
reasons we were chosen for the La Raza project out of
more than 40 possible towns," says City Manager Fuller.
We already had had our interest sparked, and were

skilled enough to communicate our interest." Sixty -eight
percent of Eloy's 7,000 people are Mexican -Americans.

"The town has a favorable attitude toward industry
now. It's discussed at each year's town hall meeting,"
reports Mumme.

Actual industrial growth since the Extension course
has been slight. A manufacturer of trophy bases moved
into an available building and employs about 15. The
city is still working with several companies that re-
sponded to a promotional insert in Today's Business last

November. Other encouraging signs include new
businesses and licensing of the town's first radio station,
says Fuller.

Unemployment grew with the closing of a copper
mine 30 miles from Eloy in 1977. The clothing manufac-
turer, still the biggest employer in town, employs mostly
women. Jobs for men are needed. In early 1979, the

mine announced plans to reopen gradually.
Fuller is optimistic: "We've got lots of good things

going, and I can really point it all back to that industrial
development course as the initial catalyst."

Winslow Vice Mayor Ralph Simmons and businessman
Lucio Ceballos discuss prospects for the reoccupation
of the former clothing factory behind them. The
118,000 square foot building is empty.



The course teaches that an industrial development ef-
fort, to be successful, should be part of a total commu-
nity improvement program. Eloy residents have given
themselves a more attractive and active town through
such a program.

Winslow's Projects

Winslow is another town in which community im-
provement spinoffs have accompanied industrial de-
velopment efforts.

About a year after the closing of a 215 -worker clothes
factory near Winslow in 1975, a new industrial prospect
considered settling there. But we did a terrible job of
making a favorable presentation of the town," recalls
Winslow businessman Lucio Ceballos.

The city of 8,000 seriously needed jobs. But
Winslow's Industrial Development Endeavor Associa-
tion (IDEA) had lost momentum and structure since the
mid- 1960s, when it had helped attract the BVD clothing
company to the Hopi -owned site near town.

Ceballos, a banker in 1975, asked University of
Arizona Extension Community Development Specialist
Rudy Schnabel to help organize and teach a group to
respond better to industry's inquiries about Winslow.

Since then, IDEA has had a prepared "sales team" with
individuals knowledgeable about the area's resources in
each of several categories sought by industry. City gov-
ernment and businesses have begun projects that make
the area more attractive to prospective employers at the
same time they directly benefit local residents. One in-
dustry faces just one major hurdle before setting up shop
at Winslow, and several others are talking business.

City Manager Arturo De la Cerda lists recent and cur-
rent community improvements: a hospitality park near
the Interstate 40 bypass, revitalization of the downtown
area, an indoor swimming pool, a shopping center, new
housing, a large recreation area at the Clear Creek Re-
servoir south of town, and planning for an industrial area
at the city -owned airport. "Within the recent past,
Winslow has changed to a very positive outlook," says
De la Cerda.

Ceballos notes, "We've received an awful lot of help
from many sources," including technical and financial
assistance from the State Office of Economic Planning
and Development, and a federal Economic Develop-
ment Act grant.

Pilot Course

Winslow's experiences furthered the refinement of
the UA Extension program's Community Industrial
Development Course.

The Arizona course grew out of a 1973 regional pilot
project, the Rural Industrial Development Correspon-
dence Course and Workshop. Both have used the 220 -
page text, Bringing in the Sheaves, by John R. Fernstrom,
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UA Community Development specialists (from left)
Robert Lovan, Rudolph Schnabel and Edward Parmee
outline plans for a new series of "Community Guide"
publications.

national Extension Service program leader for Economic
Development. Following evaluation of the pilot project,
Arizona community development specialists Parmee,
Schnabel, Robert Lovan and Eldon Moore revised the
initial correspondence approach. They prepared a struc-
ture of workbook materials and group sessions supple-
menting the text, plus the case study workshop, based
on a real Arizona town, to culminate the course.

Doris Mead and two other Winslow residents took the
course in its correspondence stage, with one final group
session. Later she compiled information on potential in-
dustrial sites as a member of the IDEA sales team. Mead
calls the Extension course and the Office of Economic
Planning and Development program, "a tremendous
benefit...They gave our group familiarity with a lot of
things we didn't know before, like how to pull to-
gether the data that would be requested and required
by prospects."

Schnabel has incorporated the Extension course into a
three -phase industrial development process. Education
is the first phase. But the process is incomplete if you
just stop there: what good is it ?" he says. Phase two is
establishing a legally and fiscally responsible industrial
development corporation, representative of the total
community. Phase three is organizing and training a
sales team to be the action group for impressing indus-
trial prospects and broadening community support.

The phase -one course includes information about the
later phases. But some communities, like Winslow, have
industrial development organizations before members
go through the educational phase. The UA Extension
specialists assist communities with all three phases.

Schnabel and Parmee have just finished a series of 10
"Community Guide" information packets about indus-



trial development. The guides outline criteria for judging
what kind of industry, if any, would fit a community, and
steps of organizing for industrial growth. They are avail-
able from any of the Extension Community Develop-
ment offices in the state.

The Community Industrial Development Course
materials are adaptable. Judge M. L. "Cub" Culbertson,
current president of Winslow's IDEA, says the group
often uses information from the text and workbook dur-
ing its monthly meetings. The IDEA team has contacted
about 40 industrial firms in the past six months. Cul-
bertson's assessment: "Things are looking up for us."

31 Communities

Some of the towns where the Extension course has
been completed have seen more concrete results than
Eloy and Winslow.

People who took the course in Kingman became a
strong force in the Chamber of Commerce industrial de-
velopment effort. "We learned that industrial develop-
ment is a pretty involved task. You don't just put up a
sign and two or three weeks later break ground for a
factory," says former Kingman Chamber of Commerce
leader Alan Rings.

Within five years, however, the industrial develop-
ment effort added more than 100 jobs to the economy of
the 7,500 -person city. New industries included a uni-
form maker, a carpet factory, a shop that builds and
repairs automobile turbochargers, and a woodworking
plant that manufactures furniture for hotels in Las Vegas,
Nev.

In Payson, Magnaphase Industries has purchased
property for a 50- to 100 -job electronics plant. Construc-
tion is slated to begin this autumn. City Manager Jack
Monschein attributes some of the momentum for indus-
trial development to the Extension course offered in
Payson three years ago.

Ed Powell, president of the Holbrook Chamber of
Commerce, completed the industrial development
course in 1977 along with several other people from that
city. He praises the course's emphasis on planning
ahead. "lt helped us realize you cannot plan without
getting a wealth of facts available."

In 1978, highway and power plant construction proj-
ects near Holbrook temporarily strengthened the local
economy, which usually fluctuates with the summer
tourist season.

"Holbrook is so full that if we had a business locate
here right now which needed 10 employees, the
employees would not find a place to live," says Powell,
adding "We're floating on a temporary economy now,
but we will need something soon to keep us going."
Meanwhile, new housing and a shopping center have
gone up in town.

The Arizona industrial development course does not
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start with an assumption that industrial development is
right for every town. Participants examine that assump-
tion for the conditions of their own town, and consider
alternatives for economic growth. Schnabel particularly
emphasizes the potentials of home -grown industries that
fit local resources or needs, and of service industries,
which are creating more jobs nationally than manufac-
turing industries are. His tenth "Community Guide"
focuses on home -grown industry.

"Some courses about industrial development are pre-
sented as a kind of game plan -you learn the rules of the
game and how to win," says Parmee. "This course helps
you see whether you should pursue industrial develop-
ment at all, and what kind of industry fits the needs of
your community. It focuses on the community and its
people rather than on the game of industrial develop-
ment: the tricks, the strategies, the scores. This is a
broader and healthier orientation."

Accreditation

Others agree to the value of Arizona Extension's
course. Undergraduate or graduate college credit is
available from UA or Arizona community colleges for
completion of the course. Both the Arizona Real Estate
Department and the American Industrial Development
Council have accredited the course.

Frank Mangin, from the State Office of Economic
Planning and Development, says "One of the greatest
values of the Extension course is that it is done in the
community. It is complementary to the work we do. Of
course, a lot depends on the person who puts on the
course. Those (Extension) guys are really good at this."

Measuring the success of industrial development work
is difficult, Mangin continues. He compares a well -
prepared community sales team to a volunteer fire de-
partment. "A good prospect for a town may only come
down the pike every two or three years or so. The rest of
the time it may not make much difference, but if you
don't have this type of group, you may blow the oppor-
tunity when it comes."

The spinoff benefits may be just as important. "The
lessons learned in organizing the promotion of industrial
development have many other applications in commu-
nity improvement," says Mangin.

The pilot project which grew into the Arizona course
was one of the first Extension industrial development
courses in the country. Now, about half of the states
have some kind of course, most based on the Fernstrom
text.

The Arizona course still has more case study work and
self -study than most, according to Fernstrom.

In Bringing in the Sheaves, he wrote, "We did not
produce a formula for the 'quick road' to success for
community industrial development programs. In fact the
only approach that can be offered is one that requires
intensive study and slow, thorough preparation."



Community Development
Industrial development -or economic and jobs

development -is one part of Extension's Community
Development Program. But what does industrial de-
velopment have to do with agriculture?

In many cases, agricultural products are the raw mate-
rials of industry. A home -grown industry that uses local
agricultural products benefits itself as well as the farmers
or ranchers who supply them. In addition, the jobs that
industries create in small cities and towns improve the
economic health of these agricultural areas. As technol-
ogy and agricultural research make each farmer and
rancher more efficient, other jobs are needed for the
workers displaced by that efficiency.

However, industrial development may not be right for
many towns, as the Extension course described in the
accompanying article points out. But economic stability
is important to the quality of life for rural Arizonans. And
the vitality of rural communities as an alternative to met-
ropolitan life is important to the whole country.

Congress recognized when it created the Cooperative
Extension Service in 1914 that the well -being of agricul-
tural areas is not just a matter of how well the crops and
livestock grow. The Smith -Lever Act said that the exten-
sion agents from the land grant college in each state
"must give leadership and direction along all lines of
rural activity -social, economic and financial." Title
XIV of the 1977 Farm Bill broadens that mandate to
include a rural community development program within
the Extension Service.

The University of Arizona Extension's Community
Development Program began in 1966 when the first of-
fice was opened in Holbrook. Currently, six offices are
staffed: Show Low, Cottonwood, Willcox, Yuma,
Phoenix and Tucson.

The Extension Community Development specialists
work as educators rather than advocates. They respond
to the expressed needs of the concerned citizen groups
and elected officials of Arizona's rural communities,
with the aim of increasing their effectiveness in the pub-
lic decision -making and group problem -solving arenas.
On technical matters, the Community Development
Program turns to the total university for backup, as well
as to the other universities and colleges in the state and
to business, industry and government agencies.

Though the program has been part of many local suc-
cess stories, it is concerned more with process than
product. If a community has not learned how to handle
its next community concern more effectively, then it has
not grown. The Community Development Program
helps participatory democracy succeed.

By W. Robert Lovan,
Community Development

Program Leader
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Work is underway to create a 55 -acre lake at the Clear
Creek Recreation Area five miles southeast of Winslow.



Guar shows potential as drought -tolerant
summer crop for Arizona grain farmers

By Robert Dennis
Arizona Extension Agronomist

and Guy Webster
Extension Editor

Arizona farmers are looking for a profitable annual
crop to follow small grains that are harvested in May or
June. They need one that requires little water. With
modest improvements in price received or in average
yield, guar may be that crop.

Guar seeds contain a gum used by several industries.
The rest of the plant may be used for forage or left for soil
improvement. After removal of the gum from the seeds
by milling, the remaining meal is an aflatoxin -free, high
protein feed.

Most of the guar gum now used in the United States is
imported from India and Pakistan, where the green seed
pods have also been used as food. Most U.S. guar is
grown under dryland conditions in Texas, but a few
Arizona farmers and scientists have been experimenting
with guar for many years.

Guar tolerates salt and drought well. As a legume, it
has the potential of taking care of its own nitrogen
needs. Guar has a strong tap root. The productivity of
crops that follow it is often dramatically increased.

U.S. research with guar began during World War II
when imports from Asia were curtailed. But the work
tapered off after the war. In 1975, Pinal County Exten-
sion Agent Jim Little recognized guar's new potential,
and his enthusiasm has spread to several researchers and
growers.

Phil Lewis, Pinal County Extension Agent working
with livestock, is looking at guar as a forage crop. His
tests show that with two or three irrigations, guar can
produce more than two and a half tons of quality dry -
matter forage per acre.

Don England, manager of the Ak -Chin Indian Reserva-
tion Farms near Maricopa, has been one of the most
successful commercial growers in the state. His yields
have averaged 1,500 pounds of seed per acre with about
18 inches of applied water. As a bonus, he figures his
cotton produces an extra quarter bale per acre when it is
planted after a guar crop.

Average commercial yields of guar seed in Arizona
have been below 1,000 pounds per acre. UA Experiment
Station plots, though, have produced up to 2,500
pounds per acre, indicating a good potential for increas-
ing the commercial yields.
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Checking guar that has grown with 18 inches of irriga-
tion are (from left) Pinal County Extension Agent Jim
Little, Ak -Chin farm manager Don England and Pinal
County Extension Agent Phil Lewis.

Extension Agent Don Howell has conducted variety
and planting -date tests at Yuma. Dr. Fred Turner, Exten-
sion soils specialist, has done similar work at Safford.
UA researchers Dr. David Rubis and Dr. Duane Johnson
are seeking to identify or develop a high -yielding, de-
terminate variety of guar. They work closely with the
leader of the U.S. Department of Agriculture's guar
project, Dr. Roy Stafford of Vernon, Texas.

UA's Dr. Duane Johnson leads efforts to find the best
ways of growing guar in Arizona with limited irrigation.
Fifteen to 20 inches of applied water have produced
good yields. Over -watering can stimulate excessive veg-
etative growth, with reduced yields of seed.

Gum from guar seeds, called glactomannan, is used to
stabilize some liquids used for human foods. Its princi-
pal use, though, is as an additive to drilling muds and for
oil flotation. Also, the gum is used in the purification of
potash, in the waterproofing of explosives, and in paper
sizing, pharmaceuticals, lotions and creams.



Guar plants have a heavy, hollow, central stalk with
several branches. Blooming begins a month or so after
seedlings emerge. Guar pods contain six to nine seeds
each. The plants do not tiller, but they do develop
branches as space permits, much as cotton does.

For planting guar, Don England picks fields where
weeds are not expected to be a problem. He plants the
crop about July 1 in pre- irrigated soil. When guar is
planted earlier, the plants get larger and need more wa-
ter, but do not yield more seed.

The seedbeds for guar should be low and flat, just high
enough to allow harvesting of pods near the soil. Eng-
land aims for three -to- four -inch spacing between plants
in 38 -inch single rows. He plans to try 30 -inch rows this
year.

When guar plants are placed too closely, branching is
reduced. When stands are too thin, weed problems in-
crease and yield drops.

Irrigation management is one key to England's success
with guar. In 1977 and 1978 he used a six -inch pre -
irrigation and two six -inch waterings during the growing
season, one in mid -August and one in September. Eng-
land thinks that summer -planted, drought -tolerant guar
may become a good choice for many growers in the
lower desert valleys of Arizona. Arizona also has an
excellent potential for producing high -quality guar
planting seed.

Ag students and faculty register support
for continued use of course evaluations

"I would take another course taught this way." Do
you agree strongly, agree, disagree or disagree strongly?

That is one of the questions students are asked to an-
swer anonymously at the end of each organized course
at the UA College of Agriculture. On the same Course/
Instructor Evaluation Questionnaire (CIEQ) are 20 other
statements with which the student may agree or dis-
agree. Examples are, "The instructor seemed to be in-
terested in students as individuals," and "The course
material was too difficult."

The form also poses open -ended requests such as,
"Comment on the value of books, homework and
papers in this course."

The CIEQ is one of the tools the College of Agriculture
uses to maintain and improve the quality of instruction,
Dr. Clinton Jacobs of the Agricultural Education De-
partment explained recently. He and Dr. Amy Jean Knorr
co -chair the college's Instructional Improvement Com-
mittee, made up of 10 faculty members and six students.

"Within the college, there has been for many years a
universal acceptance of the importance of quality in-
struction," said Jacobs. "The real questions are how you
identify and measure the quality of instruction, and how
you improve it."

Recent surveys of faculty and students by this commit-
tee have found general support for the evaluation ques-
tionnaire. A majority of the 95 faculty respondents and
86 per cent of the 1,562 student respondents said they
favor continued use of the CIEQ.

Dr. Lawrence M. Aleamoni, now head of the UA
Office of Instructional Research and Development,
designed the CIEQ in 1975 at the University of Illi-
nois. It resulted from more than a decade of tests to
find the most efficient way of collecting reliable and
useful student input. Most College of Agriculture stu-
dents complete the form in 6 to 15 minutes. The
questionnaire is available to all of the colleges at
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the University of Arizona, though not all of them use it.
College of Agriculture teachers get a computer print-

out of evaluation results from each class. Besides the
tabulation of his own students' responses, the teacher
gets an indication of how those responses compare to
those of students in other classes in the department, the
college, the university, or at all of the universities that
use this questionnaire.

The CIEQ has two other key features. First, it groups
the questions into categories of instructor, interest, con-
tent, method and general attitude, and gives cumulative
ratings for these categories. Most faculty members who
replied to the survey said that they are able to use the
quantified data on the printout to improve their teach-
ing. Second, the form allows personal comments by stu-
dents. The faculty indicated that the personal comments
are even more helpful than the quantitative data. The
students surveyed agreed that the comments are the
most important part of the form.

The evaluations by students are one of many factors
considered in decisions on promotion, tenure and merit
pay raises for faculty members. More than 65 percent of
the faculty surveyed and 60 to 75 percent of the students
surveyed supported these uses of the CIEQ.

"The most important use of the evaluations is in giving
faculty members an idea of where they can improve
their courses," said Dr. Larry Crowder, who served the
college as acting assistant director of resident instruction
for most of 1978. For example, workshops on designing
tests, which are offered through the Office of Instruc-
tional Research and Design would be beneficial if such a
weakness were identified in the course evaluation.

Crowder added that the evaluations by students are
just one part of a complete instructional evaluation sys-
tem. "There are at least three other parts: peer evalua-
tion, self evaluation, and an objective measurement of
the quality of learning in the course."



Black widows like human neighborhoods
but are reluctant to sink teeth into us

By Guy Webster

Ken Ross tried to get the black widows to bite. Most
wouldn't.

Unlike two dedicated scientists earlier in this century,
Ross was not offering his own fingertip to the poisonous
spiders. He was prodding them with a rubber -tipped
rod and pressing them with a small piston. His experi-
ments to find out what makes black widows bite were
one part of the research Ross completed at the UA
College of Agriculture this spring for a Master's degree
in entomology.

He came up with hard evidence to support two previ-
ous observations about black widows: that they are ac-
tually reluctant to bite in defense, and that they populate
urban areas more densely than the adjacent desert. Ross
made new observations about their mating behavior, in-
cluding the role of taste -perceiving hairs on their legs.
He also studied the effects of temperature on hatching
and survival rates of the young.

UA Entomologist Dr. Robert Smith suggested and
supervised Ross's research, largely because of the level
of public interest in black widows. More than half of the
calls to Smith's Extension Service urban entomology of-
fice are about black widows. Maricopa County Exten-
sion Entomologist Dr. Dave Langston reported a similar
degree of public interest in that area.

Ross has relished the work. `Most people are really
repulsed by spiders and they think I'm crazy for working
with them. Black widows are fascinating to me, though.
think it's important that we learn what we can about
them since they can help control harmful insects, but
can be a hazard themselves."

Black widows are native to all continents and to all of
the United States except Alaska and Hawaii. "Actually,"
Ross explained, "there are several different species of
them, including three in the United States. They're all
poisonous." The Southwestern type he studied answers
to the name Latrodectus hesperus.

The widow's poison is potent: about 15 times more so
than rattlesnake venom. But they inject such a small
amount of it that only four to five percent of known bites
are fatal to humans. That adds up to about five deaths
per year in this country, mostly to young children and
elderly persons.

"Though the bites are not usually lethal, they are very
painful. That's what people who have been bitten tell
me," Ross commented. None of the hundreds of black
widows he has studied ever bit him.
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Graduate student Ken Ross examines a specimen.

In his experiments, female black widows averaged
less than one biting response to 100 touches with a rod.
Underfed ones and ones guarding egg sacs bit the rod an
average of three or four times when touched 100 times
on or near the head. Slow, steady pressure from a piston,
up to 300 times the weight of the spider, elicited a bite
from only one out of 15 female black widows. But re-
peated, sudden thrusts with a hand -held piston got bites
from 60 percent of them.

"These results are interesting in light of how most
black widow bites occur," said Ross. In the past, the
most common bites occured when people sat down in
outhouses. Now, people are bitten when they rapidly
grasp something that a spider is hiding under, when they
step into a web, when they pull on clothes or shoes, or
when they crawl into bed.



"In all of these situations, the spider is trapped and
violently pressured," he noted.

Even though black widows are not as fierce as their
reputations crack them up to be, they are still a hazard
because of the severity of their bite and because they are
common in residential areas. To supply his research,
Ross collected more than 200 right on the UA campus.

He decided to scientifically test the theory that black
widows are more populous in an urban area than in the
countryside to which they were adapted before getting
human neighbors.

At two sites in Tucson, and four sites a few miles out of
the city in different directions, Ross set out sampling
grids of metal or plastic tubes. The tubes simulate rodent
burrows and are attractive sites for web -spinning by
black widows. The results after eight months of regular
counting trips: "Populations at the two urban sites were
consistently higher than at the rural sites, indicating a
preference for habitats associated with man," he wrote.

Better supplies of water and prey insects in town
compared to the desert are two of the reasons Ross
suggests for the black widow's attraction to human
neighborhoods. Another is that the corners and shelter-
ing provided by human structures make cool, favorable
sites for construction of webs.

But the attraction between humans and black widows
is generally one -way. Based on his research experience,
Ross has a few suggestions for discouraging black
widow settlements and preventing bites.

This scanning electron micrograph of a black widow's
leg shows the row of short hairs down the center that
Ross has identified as taste -perceiving organs.
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The smaller male black widow
with justified hesitancy, reaching out to identify her by
taste.

"Keeping your property clean of webs is the best way
to control infestation. They need a web for most of their
functions, like feeding and reproducing. But they can
throw up a web pretty quickly. Keep corners swept out.
Usually people keep the inside of their homes pretty
clean, so they don't get many black widows inside.

"Outside, the black widows like trash piles and wood
piles, and the dark corners around buildings. Wear
gloves and shoes when you're working in areas that
could be infested. If you are bitten, get to a doctor and
try to bring the spider for positive identification. An
anti -venom for black widow bites is available, but
treatment is different for bites of other spiders." Arizona
has two poisonous brown spiders, close relatives of the
brown recluse spider.

Ross summed up, "These studies show that black
widows' reputations are exaggerated, but people should
still use care in infested areas, especially where children
might play."

This summer, he is moving to Cornell University in
New York. He smiled and said, "My main research there
will be with honeybees, but I still plan to dabble with
black widows when I have time."



Training stresses safety in use of pesticides

In three years, more than 6,000 people in Arizona
have learned about safe use of pesticides at one -day
classes led by University of Arizona specialists.

These pesticide applicator training sessions at 25 sites
throughout the state have helped many of the partici-
pants meet requirements for certification as private or
commercial applicators.

Demand and attendance peaked early in the series,
reports Dr. David Byrne, UA Extension pesticide training
specialist. "But we've maintained a steady level over the
past nine months," he said in April. `Actually, we
thought we'd be through by now, but we still get turn-
outs of 20 people. We'll keep making trips for that
many."

By federal law, only certified applicators may buy and
use pesticides that are classified for "restricted use." The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) classifies for
"restricted use" any pesticide that is potentially hazard-
ous to users or to non -target animals or plants. Twenty -
three are restricted and 14 others are proposed as
additions to the list.

At a typical training session in Mohave Valley this
spring, Byrne began the morning with a description of
pesticides and the regulations that govern their use. An
audience of 11 in a room at Don Brown's Spirit Farms
listened to the presentations by Byrne and Extension
Assistant Diane Ullman.

Byrne said that pests include any organisms that com-
pete with humans for food or fiber, or directly attack
humans. Therefore, pesticides include herbicides and
fungicides as well as insecticides and rodenticides. In
the past 40 years, the number of pesticides has exploded
from 19 to about 45,000.

Ullman discussed the importance of using pesticides
safely. Most pesticide accidents occur during mixing and
loading. The most important warning, which appears on
all pesticides, is to keep them away from children.
Ullman displayed personal protective equipment for
pesticide users, including goggles, respirators, unlined
gloves, hats, aprons, and disposable paper coveralls. She
gave two important emergency phone numbers: (602)
626 -6016 for the 24 -hour, UA Poison Control Center,
and (800) 424 -9300 for CHEMTREC's information about
cleaning up spilt chemicals.

Other parts of the session focused on label informa-
tion, formulations and calculations, pest biology, and
environment. Byrne and Ullman stressed that the label
on a pesticide container is a legal document. It tells what
uses are permitted, how to use the chemical, what pre-
cautions are necessary and how to dispose of empty
containers. The instructors also emphasized the impor-
tance of correct pest identification.

Though applicator certification is a federal require-
ment, the rules for getting certified are set by each state.

Mohave County Agent Robin Grumbles (left) visits with William Hayes, Lee Lane and Mats Matsushita of Riviera
and Bullhead City.
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In Arizona, the State Board of Pesticide Control regulates
certification for all pesticide uses except urban and
structural (e.g. houses, trucks, docks) uses. Those are
regulated by the Structural Pest Control Board. A
member of the appropriate board attends each official
certification training session. Chuck Parisek of the Board
of Pesticide Control validated the Mohave Valley
session.

Extension Assistant Diane Ullman displays a respirator
with replaceable cartridges.

The UA Cooperative Extension Service is responsible
for providing the training. Agricultural agents in each
county schedule the sessions as needed. Mohave
County Agent Robin Grumbles arranged and attended
the Mohave Valley session.

No certification is required for using non -restricted
pesticides. Many of the private applicators who corn -
plete a training session do not bother to pay the $15
certification fee if they do not plan to use restricted
chemicals. By April 1979, out of the 6,024 participants
since the training series began, 2,381 had been certified
as private applicators and 2,197 as commercial
applicators, including structural ones.

Anyone who uses or supervises use of pesticides on
someone else's property, for pay, needs a commercial
applicator's certificate. Producers of agricultural com-
modities, including nursery stock, who use pesticides
only on their own or their employer's property, are eligi-
ble for private applicator's certification. People who do
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not produce agricultural commodities are not allowed
private certification to buy or use restricted pesticides.

To be certified, commercial applicators must pass a
written test and pay a $30 fee. Private applicators have
the choice of taking the test or merely attending one of
the certification training sessions. They must also pay a
$15 fee.

For economy, the UA training team usually combines
several sessions into one trip from Tucson. The Mohave
Valley session was sandwiched between others in
Kingman and Lake Havasu City. On the same trip, Exten-
sion Entomologist Dr. Dave Langston of Phoenix led
an instructional meeting in Kingman about urban pest
problems.

The training sessions do not vary much from place to
place, according to Byrne. When we give examples,
we know to talk about cattle pests instead of corn ear -
worms when we're in Payson, but we try to leave
specific local problems to the county agents. You can't
predict very well who's going to be in the audience."

The content of the sessions does change with time,
however. "We're always updating them when EPA
changes the `restricted use' list, or when there are new
hazards to alert people to," said Byrne. "There have
been new problems with the urban -agricultural inter-
face, so we try to remind people to be considerate of
neighbors when they're using pesticides."

Byrne once felt that farmers who had been using pes-
ticides for 20 years or so would see the training as an
annoyance. But the response has been generally posi-
tive," he reported. "l think they're finding that we can
teach them a few new things and remind them of things
that are useful."

Extension Specialist David Byrne stresses the impor-
tance of accurate identification of pests.



The aging are former
ag editor's beat now

Arizona's 1979 Senior Citizen of the Year is John
Burnham, the UA College of Agriculture's consultant on
programs for the aging. Burnham, who edited Pro-
gressive Agriculture in Arizona for 12 years, accepted a
plaque from Governor Bruce Babbitt May 11 in Phoenix.

Burnham's weekly column, "Common Sense for
Seniors," appears in more than 30 newspapers and is
broadcast by several radio stations. State agencies in
New Mexico, California, New York, Colorado, and
Florida also use the column. At age 75, Burnham is Vice
President of the Pima County Council for Senior Citi-
zens, a member of the Governor's Advisory Council on
Aging and active in other organizations for the most
experienced tenth of the population.

He came to Arizona in the mid- 1950s, seasoned as a
newspaperman in Wisconsin and North Dakota. His
personal warmth and frank concern for others have
earned Burnham hundreds of friends throughout the
state. Many of them in Tucson congratulated him at a
reception in the Old Agriculture Building the week his
award was announced.

Burnham made the following comments when asked
recently to outline the main problems facing Arizona's
seniors:

"ln Arizona and throughout the nation, the principal
problem areas of the elderly are first, economics, sec-
ond, health care, and thirdly, transportation for the rural
elderly and housing for urban elderly.

"The elderly get the brunt of inflation, trying to live
comfortably in the late 19705 on dollars earned in the
19505 and 1960s. Those dollars are pitifully eroded.
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"Health care and its cost loom large as a problem area
of the elderly. Organizations of the elderly -Gray
Panthers, American Association of Retired Persons and
the National Council of Senior Citizens -all strongly
urge a national health -care plan which would greatly aid
all age groups from birth to death.

"Emphasis in such a plan would be on preventive
health maintenance. As one gray- haired philosopher
said at a Prescott meeting last June, `After all, you don't
wait for your car to be smashed up before you take it in
for a checkup. Surely we should have the same concern
for our bodies.'

"Several national health insurance plans are intro-
duced in the Congress at each session, but we do not
anticipate early passage of a satisfactory bill. A four -part
lobby- doctors, hospitals, pharmaceutical companies
and health insurance companies -strenuously oppose
any bill which would take from them any portion of
the billions of dollars Americans pour into health care
annually.

"Transportation for the rural elderly and handicapped
who cannot drive automobiles is traumatic. Access to
doctors, stores, public agencies, even friends, is sharply
curtailed. An old person living miles from town is in a
constantly hazardous position should accident or illness
strike.

"In the urban centers, housing for the low- income,
including low- income elderly, has been slow in coming
and pitifully little as compared to the need. For low -
income Americans, elderly and otherwise, sharp in-
creases in the cost of housing and utilities probably add
up as the greatest cause of malnutrition. Your Social
Security check or other slim income has just so many
dollars. When rent goes up $60 and utilities $30, there is
that much less for food. The fixed costs come first and
the food budget suffers."

John Burnham is congratulated for his Senior Citizen of
the Year title by Governor Bruce Babbitt, above, and by
Dean Darrel Metcalfe, left.



New system for grading of feeder cattle
proposed for improving feedlot efficiency

By Guy Webster

Proposed standards for grading feeder cattle may re-
place descriptions like "black baldie," "chickenleg"
and "number -three Okie" with categories like M -1
(medium frame -very thick muscling) and L -3 (large
frame -inferior muscling). But even if the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture adopts these standards this summer,
some uses of the old terms will probably live on for
years.

USDA officially proposed the new standards for
feeder grades May 1. Boards of directors of both the
National Cattlemen's Association and the Farm Bureau
Federation have endorsed the changes. The proposal's
public- comment period ended July 1, and Ned Tyler,
chief of USDA's Livestock Standardization Branch prom-
ises a decision by September 1.

In the age range of about eight to 16 months, most
cattle change hands from a cow -calf rancher to a feedlot
operator. Currently, these feeder cattle are graded in the
same manner as finished cattle: prime, choice, good,
standard, or utility. The standards reflect differences in
development at the time the animals are graded, but do
not necessarily predict the animal's grading at the time
of slaughter.

These gradings are used in market reports by USDA
and others, and in feeder sales in some parts of the coun-
try, especially the Southeast, but rarely in producer -
feeder transactions in the West. Instead, cattlemen have
come up with a set of terms to refer to cattle appearances
and breed types. A black baldie, for example, is a
Hereford -Angus cross with white face and black body.
Number -three Okies are mixed breeds with strong dairy
characteristics.

Frame and Muscling

The proposed new standards are based on two key
variables: frame size and muscle thickness. Each is split
into three levels. Frame categories are Small (S), Medium
(M) and Large (L). Thickness categories are Very Thick
Muscling (1), Slightly Thick Muscling (2) and Inferior
Muscling (3). Besides the nine possible combinations of
frame size and muscle thickness types, such as S -1, M -1,
M -2, one other grade would be established. Cattle that
are unhealthy and those that are hard to fatten because
of "double- muscling," would be grouped into one
grade, "Inferior."

University of Arizona Extension livestock specialist
Albert Lane foresees several advantages to the proposed
grading standards.
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"The primary aim is better communication," he said.
"With these standards, someone in Arizona can call up
a cattle dealer in Fort Worth, Texas he's never dealt with
before. They can talk about 100 M -1's and both of them
mean the same thing."

The standards could also help feedlot operators group
cattle into lots. Lane explained: "Now, you usually have
a few large or small frame animals in with a pen that is
mostly medium frame. If the pen is marketed when the
medium animals are finished to choice grade, you'll
have large ones that are not fattened enough and small
ones you've fed longer than you needed to." A more
uniform pen of animals could be fed more efficiently for
the best potential value.

Most thickly muscled animals, like larger frame ones,
can be kept on feed longer without laying on excess fat.
However, animals that are too heavily muscled, called
"double- muscled," may not fatten enough. They would
be graded Inferior. Tyler of USDA estimates that 85 per-
cent of straight beef -breed cattle would qualify as
Medium or Very Thickly Muscled (1), while Inferior
Muscled (3) would apply mainly to straight dairy breeds.

This summer, UA meats scientist Dr. John Marchello is
comparing growth rates of 150 feeder cattle sorted into
three groups by frame size. His team will also compare
carcass characteristics of animals from each group
slaughtered after different lengths of time on feed.

In earlier studies, Marchello found that, when all cat-
tle are fed to the same body condition rather than the
same finish weight, frame size is not a reliable predictor
of carcass characteristics. "The one exception, is that
smaller frame sizes tended to grade a little better,
quality- wise," he noted recently.

"Where you'll probably gain an advantage by select-
ing for larger frame size is in performance -rate of
weight -gain," said Marchello. That's what he is looking
at this summer.

Arizona Feeders' Views

Some Arizona cattle feeders do not see any advantage
in the proposed standards here. But they do not object to
them, either.

Sam Benedict of Casa Grande, president of the
Arizona Cattle Feeders' Association, said, "I think that
new set of rules would be helpful to people in the Mid-
west, but for us in the West, we've gotten used to our
own set of terms and I think we'd ignore the new ones
pretty much.



Frame size may be a matter of length as well as height.
The medium -framed steer on the left above and the
medium -framed heifer on the right below, each show
greater length than the corresponding small- framed
animals beside them.

"Most of us in the Southwest are operators that trade
weekly or oftener in cattle, so we probably communi-
cate better with our buyers. A lot of them in the Midwest
just trade once or twice a year...Grading is a matter of
individual judgement either way, so there's got to be an
understanding between the buyer and the seller."

Benedict calls the proposed standards "satisfactory"
since they would help some cattlemen. "They don't do
much for me, but I'm not interested in somebody going
to a whole lot of trouble to make something different
for me."

Earl Kelly, executive vice -president of the Arizona Cat-
tle Feeders' Association, said that a change in grading
would affect Southeastern cattlemen more than Western
ones. "In the Southeast, they do a lot of selling and
advertising of feeders by grade. In all my experience as a
feedlot operator, I've never had an order -buyer call and
say, want some U.S. Choice,' or 'I want some U.S.
Good. "'

Kelly agreed with Benedict that Arizona feeders will
continue to use terms like number -one Okie and
number -two crossbred even if new standards are estab-
lished. "It boils down to knowing each individual
order -buyer," said Kelly.
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The large- framed black steer on the left above stands
taller, on longer legs, than the medium -framed steer
behind him. Both have medium -thick muscling, close to
being heavy -muscled. The steer running below is L -1,
large- framed and heavy -muscled.

Useful Tool

"I can't see any possible harm in the new system," he
added. "I think it's a step in the right direction to have
grades that mean something. I don't think they mean a
cotton -picking thing currently. Possibly, in time, the new
ones will become a useful tool for even our people."

President of the Arizona Cattle Growers' Association,
Fred Boice of Tucson, feels some benefits of the pro-
posed standards would not take so long to reach
Arizona. "Inter -area trade is where this is going to be
important," he explained recently. "Lots of cattle in
Arizona are shipped into here from other areas. The
number fed here is substantially greater than the number
grown here. If somebody from Bogalusa calls up and
says he's got 200 such and such, I'll know what he's
talking about. But I'm not going to change my way of
talking with people that I've been dealing with every
week for 20 years."

The number of calves born in Arizona each of the past
two years has been below 300,000. The number of cat-
tle on feed in the state at the beginning of each year has
been more than 400,000.

Tyler at USDA predicts that, if the new grading system



is adopted, federal and state marketing services would
be the first to use it regularly. Other early uses would be
in futures trading nationwide and feeder sales in the
Southeast. "The standards would be voluntary, so cat-
tlemen would adopt them only when and if they find
them useful," he said.

"The Livestock Marketing Service of USDA will very
likely go out into a number of areas and put on demon-
strations about these classifications and how they
work," said UA's Lane. "Extension Service people will
put on demonstrations, too."

Grading of frame and muscling includes "eyeball
calibration" and subjective judgement. The workshops
will aim to improve the uniformity of how the standards
are applied, Lane explained. "It's a lot easier to judge
frame size than some of the other characteristics they go
by now."

Lane said that the switch in grading standards would
be worthwhile because of the efficiency it could add to
the cattle industry.
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These frozen carcasses prepared by Colorado State
University were shown at Cattle Feeders' Day on the
UA campus May 3. They show the link between frame
size and finishing readiness. Note the thickness of
backfat on the small -frame animal above compared to
that of the large -frame animal below, slaughtered at the
same live weight.
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Text of standards
proposed by USDA

Frame Size Grades

Large Frame (L): Minimum requirements for feeder
cattle included in this grade have large frames, are
thrifty, and are tall and long bodied for their age.
They would be expected to excel in growth rate but
steers and heifers would not be expected to pro-
duce U.S. Choice beef carcasses until their live
weights exceed about 1,200 pounds and 1,000
pounds, respectively.

Medium Frame (M): Minimum requirements in-
cluded in this grade have slightly large frames, are
thrifty, and are slightly tall and slightly long bodied
for their age. They would be expected to have an
average growth rate. Steers and heifers would be
expected to produce U.S. Choice beef carcasses at
live weights of 1,000 to 1,200 pounds and 850 to
1,000 pounds, respectively.

Small Frame (S): Feeder cattle included in this
grade have small frames, are thrifty, and are
shorter bodied and not as tall as specified as
the minimum for the Medium Frame grade.
They would be expected to have a relatively slow
growth rate. Steers and heifers would be expected
to produce U.S. Choice grade carcasses at live
weights of less than 1,000 pounds and 850
pounds, respectively.

Thickness Grades

No. 1: Feeder cattle which possess minimum qual-
ifications for this grade show a high proportion of
beef breeding. They must be thrifty and slightly
thick throughout. They are slightly thick and full in
the forearm and gaskin showing a rounded ap-
pearance through the back and loin with moderate
width between the legs, both front and rear. Cattle
show this thickness with a thin covering of fat;
however, cattle eligible for this grade may carry
varying degrees of fat.

No. 2: Feeder cattle which possess minimum qual-
ifications for this grade are usually of predomi-
nantly large dairy or non -beef breeding. They are
thrifty and are narrow throughout. They appear
narrow through the forequarter and the middle part
of the rounds. The forearm and gaskin are thin and
the back and loin have a sunken appearance. The
legs are set close together, both front and rear. Cat-
tle show this narrowness with a thin covering of
fat; however, cattle eligible for this grade may carry
varying degrees of fat.

No. 3: Feeder cattle included in this grade are
thrifty animals which have less thickness than the
minimum requirements specified for the No. 2
grade.



Talking bike has a serious lesson:
Don't become one of those statistics

"Hi, everybody. I'm Stinger the talking bike. We're
here to talk to you about bicycle safety."

The children seated in a semicircle around the bicycle
and the Extension agent who brought it giggle a little at
the talking bicycle. Some try to see where the wires go
out of sight. But they listen to the 15- minute dialogue
between Stinger and the adult.

More than 10,000 elementary school students in six
Arizona counties have seen and heard this 4 -H bicycle
safety presentation since it began in 1977, reports UA
Extension Safety Specialist Mark Lloyd. Many other
youngsters have seen it at Cochise, Graham, Pinal and
Pima county fairs and at the 1978 Arizona State Fair.
Usually, the safety program includes a film as well as the
talking bicycle.

The presentation is amusing, but bicycle safety is seri-
ous business. Bicycle accidents in Arizona injured more
than three people per day in 1978. Eighteen victims
died. Two -thirds of the injuries and half of the deaths
were to people less than 20 years old.

"We've found in the past that in about three -fourths of
these accidents, the bicyclist is doing something he
shouldn't," says Ross Kelley of the Arizona Department
of Transportation's Safety Projects Service.

Lloyd worked with 4 -H specialists in the State 4 -H
Office at the University of Arizona to develop the
talking -bike safety presentation. The bicycle donated by
Ehrhardt's Schwinn Bikes of Tempe is wired for lights,
horn -tooting, and wheel- spinning as well as talking.
"Much of the script is based on Arizona statutes about
bicycle riding," Lloyd explains.

Soon after the bike was geared up for use around the
state, Pima County 4 -H Agent Gregg Mitchell put to-
gether another for use in that county. Kittle's Bike Shop
of Tucson donated the bicycle and the Rincon Exchange
Club bought the necessary electrical equipment. Lloyd
reports that 4 -H agents in other counties are also plan-
ning to assemble their own talking -bicycle programs
since the presentation has been so well received in
schools and youth programs.

The younger kids are a good audience for learning
about safe riding habits," he says. "And many of the
safety practices for riding a bicycle will carry over
as good habits when they're old enough to drive an
automobile."
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Youngsters at the Marana Community Recreation
Center inspect the demonstration bicycle brought for a
safety program by Pima County 4 -H Agent Gregg
Mitchell.

Opposite: A Cottonwood Elementary School student in
Casa Grande tries to show the proper signal for a
right -hand turn during Environmental Improvement
Day at that city's Palo Verde Elementary. Extension
Safety Specialist Mark Lloyd, left, corrected her on the
signal (Do you know the right one ?), and discussed how
bike -riding saves energy.
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